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ABSTRACT
This article presents a prototype and a user study designed in 
order to understand how users perceive bibliographic com-
pounds and what is a helpful and clear way of presenting 
search results in this case. The aim of this paper is to contrib-
ute knowledge of what features are significant in the display of 
these result sets, grounded in user feedback.

Introduction

The introduction of bibliographic data models that identify intellectual 
and artistic creations in the form of entities is an important prerequisite 
for content-centric management of the resources that libraries collect. 
Rather than simply describing each publication as one resource, models 
such as the IFLA Library Reference Model (IFLA LRM) enable the descrip-
tion of a publication using the constructs of a manifestation embodying 
one or more expressions each of which realize a work.1 Although it is very 
common that a manifestation only embodies a single expression, such as 
the case of a book containing a single novel, it is also very frequent that 
a manifestation embodies multiple expressions, such as a collection of 
short stories or essays, a book that contains multiple novels by the same 
or different authors, a CD that includes different symphonies performed 
by the same or different orchestras. In addition to composite structure 
that occurs when a manifestation embodies more than one expression, 
IFLA LRM also defines part-of relationships between entities of the same 
type. A work may have other works as parts, such as a poetry collection 
with poems, a trilogy of novels or a coherent series of stories. Part-of 
relationships can also be defined between expressions as well as manifes-
tations. The picture is further complicated by the concept of aggregating 
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2 T. AALBERG ET AL.

work and aggregating expression, which in IFLA LRM is described as the 
concept or plan for the selection, assembly, and ordering of the expressions 
embodied in an aggregate manifestation.

In this study, we use the term “compound” to refer to the various 
compositions of entities that include works with parts and manifestations 
with multiple expressions and anything in between. While the theoretical 
modeling of these cases with IFLA LRM is relatively straightforward, more 
knowledge and experience is needed to guide the description of compounds 
and determine how they can be supported and utilized in search and 
result presentation. In the end, data and systems are intended to support 
users in their search and discovery of resources, and we also need to 
explore how end users interpret and utilize the results they are presented 
with. To address these challenges, we have adopted a design science 
research method with an exploratory user study. Bibliographic test collec-
tions with rich and consistent semantic data for a variety of compound 
entities were developed and used in the experiments. A system for search-
ing and representing LRM-based data with support for user feedback was 
developed, with special attention to how compounds and parts should be 
utilized and presented. Finally, an exploratory user study was conducted 
where users inspected search results and gave feedback according to a set 
of predefined search tasks.

Background

IFLA Library Reference Model

The IFLA LRM expresses the commonalities and underlying structure of 
bibliographic resources and is intended to serve as a guide or basis on 
which to formulate cataloging rules and implement bibliographic data and 
systems. The model is developed using the scope of end-user needs (tasks) 
and covers all types of resources generally of interest to libraries. It is a 
consolidation and harmonization of a family of models that was initiated 
by the IFLA Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records published 
in 1997 which again built upon a history of reflections and discussions 
on bibliographic concepts.2 The so-called WEMI entities (work, expression, 
manifestation, item), and how they relate to each other, defines the core 
structure of the IFLA LRM. These entities represent four levels of abstrac-
tion of the intellectual products that make up the bibliographic universe. 
Work is defined as “The intellectual or artistic content of a distinct cre-
ation” and represents the highest level of abstraction at which we identify 
and conceptualize intellectual content such as a literary work or musical 
composition. An expression realizes a work by conveying the content with 
a distinct combination of signs such as a particular text of a literary work 
(e.g., translation) or a particular recorded performance of a musical 
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composition. Expressions are embodied in manifestations which are defined 
as a “set of all carriers that are assumed to share the same characteristics 
as to intellectual or artistic content and aspects of physical form.” Publication 
products in the form of printed books or music CDs are the most obvious 
examples of manifestations. Finally, manifestations are exemplified by items 
which are “an object or objects carrying signs intended to convey intel-
lectual or artistic content” and typically will be the exemplars of printed 
books or music CDs found in the holdings of libraries. The WEMI entities 
and core relationships are depicted in Figure 1.

The WEMI entities have been confirmed with user studies, although 
most studies were concerned with the hierarchical grouping enabled by 
the core structure of works being realized in one or more expressions 
which then are embodied in one or more manifestations.3 User studies by 
Pisanski and Žumer show that the conceptualization of users aligns rea-
sonably well with the WEMI entities when users are presented with the 
task of organizing publications into groups.4 The study performed by 
Tallerås et  al. on derivatives also indicates that users’ conceptualizations 
resemble the LRM Work entity, although alternative patterns can also be 
identified as significant for grouping derivatives, such as superwork and 
fictional world.5 A study by Arastoopoor confirms that users have a hier-
archical, top-down view when they have no particular document in mind 

Figure 1. WeMi entities and core relationships.
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but assume a bottom-up view when the need is for a specific expression 
and format.6

Aggregates and works with parts

The many-to-many relationship between a manifestation and an expression 
(LRM-R3 embodies) is an aspect that makes IFLA LRM unique and suf-
ficiently powerful to model a broad range of carrier types and their con-
tent. A manifestation embodying multiple expressions is in IFLA LRM 
referred to as an aggregate and the modeling of aggregates follows the 
earlier recommendations from the IFLA Working Group on Aggregates.7 
There are three types of aggregates:

• Aggregate collections of expressions, which are sets of multiple inde-
pendently created expressions, ‘published’ together in a single manifes-
tation. The individual works are usually similar in type and/or genre, 
such as a collection of novels by a particular author, songs by a par-
ticular artist, or an anthology of a genre of poetry. In other cases, an 
aggregate may be a collection of expressions assembled for rather ad 
hoc reasons.

• Aggregates resulting from augmentations, which occur when an 
expression is supplemented with additional material that is not inte-
gral to the original work and does not significantly change the origi-
nal expression. Forewords, introductions, illustrations, notes, etc. are 
examples of augmenting works.

• Aggregates of parallel expressions, which are manifestations embody-
ing multiple, parallel expressions of the same work such as manuals 
and official documents for multilingual environments, or a DVD con-
taining a motion picture with a choice of spoken languages and sub-
title languages.

IFLA LRM argues that the process of aggregating expressions may itself 
be an intellectual or artistic effort, which could be represented as a work 
entity and for this purpose introduces the concept of aggregating work 
and a corresponding aggregating expression. These are not distinct entity 
types but merely an explanation of how a work instance can be introduced 
to represent the selection and arrangement of content (shown in Figure  2). 
A particular relationship aggregated (LRM-R25) is defined to support 
describing that a specific expression of a work was chosen as part of the 
plan of an aggregating expression, but this is merely intended for making 
explicit the connections that otherwise are implied with the embodies 
relationship. An aggregate should not be confused with works that were 
created with parts, such as multipart novels.
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The aggregating work does not contain the aggregated works themselves 
and the concept of whole-part relationship is not applicable. The concept 
of an aggregating work can also be compared with other constructs intro-
duced for managing composite resources at an abstract level, such as 
continuing resources in the form of serials or integrating resources.8

Aggregates occur rather frequently in the resources described in library 
records, according to a study by O’Neill et  al.9 In current RDA-based 
library practice, aggregates are emphasized as manifestations embodying 
an aggregating expression and practice tends to prioritize describing the 
aggregating work rather than the parts.10 The implementation of the con-
structs needed to fully express all aspects of aggregations has been dis-
cussed and explored in some research but there is a lack of studies using 
realistic collections and systems.11

Most works are perceived as relatively simple, distinct, and individual 
units. However, some works are more complex, exhibiting internal structure 
or composition of some kind, or they are made into parts of compositions 
and structures they originally were not created for. The part of relationship 
is generally acknowledged as an important construct in discussions of 
bibliographic relationships12 and IFLA LRM defines the part-of relationship 
(LRM-R18) between works where the content of one is a component of 
the other. Part-of relationships can also be defined between expressions 
using the LRM-R23 has part relationship, and often the part-of structure 
at the expression level mirrors the part-of structure at the work level. The 
work The Lord of the Rings by J.R.R. Tolkien has three parts at the work 
level, which also are presented as three parts at the expression level. When 
recording a performance of a symphony, the movements defined at the 
work level result in separate recordings, which form part of the overall 
recording of the performance. However, the structure at the expression 

Figure 2. Modeling aggregates in lrM.
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level does not always follow the exact same part-of structure as at the 
work level. A new edition of a poetry collection may include additions 
and removals of poems when compared with the first published version 
without being considered a new work. Popular music albums are often 
published as extended versions including extra tracks, also without being 
considered as a new work.

Although the formal definition and theoretical discussions clearly dis-
tinguish between aggregates and part-of structures at the work and expres-
sion level, the practice on how they should be applied is unclear and the 
practical use of the aggregating work and expression is not properly 
explored. Taniguchi points out that current cataloging rules (RDA: Resource 
Description and Access) lack proper identification of the type in the descrip-
tion of works/expressions but give instructions for access points supporting 
aggregate and component works/expressions, which may cause a variety 
of patterns to be applied in the cataloging of aggregates.13

Traditional practice for describing compounds

Cataloging practice has a tradition of various ways of describing and 
identifying compounds, although there is a great variety in the level of 
detail and choice of coding practice. When parts of a work are published 
separately, traditional catalogs nevertheless include the information about 
the larger works they belong to. This is partly also due to the information 
being visible from the title page, such as ‘part 2 of …’ being included as 
the subtitle or even as part of the main title. On the other hand, when 
the whole work is published, information about the parts is often missing 
entirely from the bibliographic data or is recorded only as contents notes. 
Contents notes are not necessarily consistently structured, with practices 
varying over time, thus reducing the potential for automatically establishing 
whole-part relationships. Some content is recorded using added entries 
and analytical entries; the use of this is generally sparse and varies between 
library catalogs. Consequently, users are often not referred to publications 
of the whole work when searching for one of its parts, even if it is the 
only option for obtaining the resource.

Traditional library practice is still primarily focused on the container 
(the publication in hand) and not on the content. The assumption is that 
a manifestation embodies only one expression, and it therefore represents 
a single work. This practice is quite visible in the treatment of collections. 
They are typically cataloged as simple works, with the work title taken 
from the manifestation (often generic titles such as ‘Collected works’) and 
the compiler recorded as the creator. The information about the works 
included is, at best, listed in contents notes or even superficially described 
in general notes. This information is often incomplete, particularly when 
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many works are in the collection. When works by a single author are 
collected, this author is typically recorded as creator of the collection, 
whether they were directly involved in assembling the collection or not, 
as opposed to the practice for collections of works by different authors. 
This practice results, on the one hand, in many authors being listed as 
the creators of their own posthumously compiled collected or selected 
works, and missing information about which works are included in col-
lections on the other.

Treating a collection as a single work created by the compiler has 
another unwanted consequence: the works collected are subsumed into 
the collection and come to be treated as its parts. Since the whole-part 
relationship is of a permanent, inherent nature, being a part of a collection 
contradicts the existence of other independent publications of the same 
work that do not relate to the collection.

Other models

The modeling of entities having parts is a common element in most data 
models that are intended for, or include support for, bibliographic data. 
The BIBFRAME model that the Library of Congress initiated, defines the 
entity types of Work (bf:Work), Instance (bf:Instance), and Item (bf:Item), 
where the Work is defined as “reflecting a conceptual essence of a cata-
loging resource” and the Instance is “reflecting an individual, material 
embodiment of a Work.”14 The property “has part/part of ” can be used 
on both the Work and Instance levels and allows for expressing that, for 
example, one instance of bf:Work has other instances of bf:Work as parts. 
BIBFRAME, however, does not typically envisage an instance being an 
instance of multiple works, which would be the equivalent to the embodies 
relationship (LRM-R3) in IFLA LRM. Cardinality constraints – which 
define how many instances of one entity can be related to instances of 
another – are not specified in the BIBFRAME RDF definition and con-
sequently there is no formal rule preventing an instance being an instance 
of multiple works. The naming of the relationship and lack of examples 
indicating otherwise, however, suggest that BIBFRAME consolidates the 
traditional practice of interpreting the publication as a whole to be an 
instance of bf:Work, with composition only described for entities of the 
same type.

Schema.org has its main application outside the library domain but has 
the mission “to create, maintain, and promote schemas for structured data 
on the Internet.”15 It is developed by people from the founding companies: 
Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, and Yandex, as well as with the participation 
of the larger web community. The type CreativeWork is the one that most 
closely compares with LRM Work, but it is defined as the “most generic 
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kind of creative work, including books, movies, photographs, software 
programs, etc.” This definition conflates the content and the format it 
appears in. In Schema.org, the types that can best be compared with the 
LRM manifestation entity are defined as subclasses of CreativeWork, imply-
ing that any book is also a CreativeWork, although it also supports stating 
that a Book is related to a work using the exampleOfWork property. The 
isPartOf/hasPart property can be used to describe the composition rela-
tionship between entities of the same type, and documentation indicates 
that this property can also be used between Book and CreativeWork to 
model content.

Wikidata is a manually curated knowledge base that covers all kinds of 
intellectual and artistic content and is used as a source for the display of 
facts in Wikipedia.16 It is based on a rich and rather complex vocabulary 
and many of the classes are linked to external types such as IFLA LRM 
entity types. In Wikidata, we find the type Work (Q386724), which is 
defined as a broader class than LRM Work, and some of the properties 
indicate that it also compares with LRM Expression. Wikidata has the 
same hierarchical subclass perspective as Schema.org and defines the classes 
that are more LRM manifestation-like, such as Document, Book, and Film, 
to be subtypes of Work. A part-of relationship can be expressed between 
classes of the same type, but there is no designated property to make 
statements about what content an instance of class Book contains.

A general observation when comparing alternative models and type 
vocabularies with IFLA LRM is that LRM is unique in distinguishing 
between the work, as the most abstract conceptualization of content, and 
the expression, as a distinct unit conveying intellectual or artistic content. 
This distinction has been absent from BIBFRAME, although it is recently 
introduced in part with the Hub entity17 (as well as the Opus entity defined 
in the Share-VDE project18). Support for expressing that an entity has 
parts is well captured in all models, but none of the alternatives support 
a property equivalent to the LRM-R3 embodies relationship in LRM.

IFLA LRM search and presentation

Search, presentation, and interaction with LRM-based bibliographic data 
have been the focus of some research and focused development, but so 
far there is no system available that demonstrates the full aspects of 
implementing the model. Grouping an author’s publications by work is 
the most explored feature and predates the formalization of the WEMI-
model.19 An FRBR-based prototype was, already in 2001, described and 
supported with the Library of Congress FRBR Display Tool for presenting 
authors, works, and expressions in a hierarchical list.20 A more well- 
developed system was OCLC FictionFinder, which used the OCLC 
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work-set algorithm to group WorldCat records for fiction into work-like 
clusters.21 Some library system vendors were early implementors of the 
model and various protypes and evaluations were published,22 but the 
interest in supporting the model waned throughout the first decade after 
the FRBR report was published in 1998. One reason could be that auto-
matic grouping based on existing library data has many challenges caused 
by the lack of original titles for translations, the ambiguous use of added 
entries, etc.23 Currently, there seems to be an increase in applying the 
semantic web and RDF as a platform for library data, which has also 
spurred new enthusiasm for bibliographic models.

Studies on the effectiveness of WEMI-based displays such as the visu-
alized user interface explored by Merčun et  al. and Salaba et  al. show 
improvements over a baseline traditional listing, particularly in the case 
of complex works and exploratory tasks.24 A study of a more realistic 
system for search and display of WEMI-entities was performed by Aalberg 
et  al. and included different views for work, expression and manifestation 
and studies of different scenarios. Findings from the user studies indicate 
that each type of display is useful for some scenarios, but not for all 
of them.25

Implementations of WEMI in search and presentation have mainly 
explored hierarchical presentation along the axis of the core relationships 
between works, expressions, and manifestations. What entities to display 
in the results listing, and how to present them, is a main design choice 
that all LRM-based implementations face. Displays can favor one type of 
entity with a hierarchical listing of associated “child” entities. A work-
based display will naturally result in the most compact listing, but it needs 
a more elaborate display to present the expressions and the manifestations 
available for each work. An expression-based display will typically result 
in a lengthier listing, but it requires less complex presentation of the 
associated manifestations. A different approach is the implementation of 
results listings that include a mix of entity types, such as presenting the 
expression whenever it is embodied in multiple manifestations, but oth-
erwise presenting the manifestation. Of importance is also the challenge 
of how to display and enable users to interact with various 
relationships.

Types of compounds

In this study, we use the term “compounds” to refer to the various com-
positions of entities, including works with parts and manifestations with 
multiple expressions - and anything in between. The part of relationship 
between works reflects a structure at an abstract level, which is an inherent 
characteristic whether the work is realized as a whole or as a component. 
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An aggregate collection, on the other hand, is defined as a set of indi-
vidually created expressions that do not imply any dependency between 
the works, although neither does it exclude this. In the following, we do 
not address and discuss aggregates resulting from augmentations or aggre-
gates of parallels, as this is outside the scope of this investigation.

To better explain the nature of compounds, we adopt a categorization 
that differentiates between types of compounds according to how well 
established the identity of the compound is. We assume that parts can 
always be recognized as component works and differentiate between:

• Work with parts
• Established collections
• Ad hoc collections

Works with parts

This includes works with components which are works in their own right. 
Both the whole and each of the parts have a clear identity and, in most 
cases, the same creator(s). The publication history typically includes indi-
vidual publications of the parts as well as publications of the whole. The 
titles of all works are generally known, and both the whole and the parts 
are commonly referred to in bibliographies and in common discourse. 
The part works are usually exclusively bound to the whole and will never 
be reused as parts of other works.

We can use Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings as an example. In addition 
to the whole trilogy, there are three parts: The Fellowship of the Ring, The 
Two Towers, and The Return of the King. All four are works, all created 
by J.R.R. Tolkien. Each of the parts has the ‘is part of ’ (LRM-R18) rela-
tionship with The Lord of the Rings. The identity of the whole and of its 
parts is well known and shared globally. To establish the right sequence 
of parts, the relationships ‘precedes’ and ‘succeeds’ (LRM-R19) can be used.

The trilogy has been translated into many languages and published and 
republished extensively. Among the publications one may find boxed sets 
including all three novels, e-books containing all three parts as well as 
the parts individually. Quite often, additional materials can be found in 
the publications, such as illustrations, commentaries, introductions, or 
reader’s companions. These are considered works in their own right and 
do not become part of the trilogy simply by being issued with it. (They 
are augmentations appearing in aggregates resulting from augmentation 
of a primary work.) Quite often, the novel The Hobbit is published with 
The Lord of the Rings. Written by the same author, it is a prequel and 
not part of the trilogy. The relationship ‘precedes’ (LRM-R19) can be used 
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to connect it to the trilogy, or, to be more precise, with part one, The 
Fellowship of the Ring.

Established collections

This includes compounds with clear identity, but where the whole is usu-
ally established as an individual entity at a later time than the parts. The 
component works were independently created and were combined into a 
collection, which was named at a later time, possibly by the original cre-
ator or, more often, by somebody else, a compiler, such as a publisher, 
literary agent, or anthologist. The compiler is known and typically recorded 
in bibliographic information systems, and so is the title of the collection. 
The components keep their individual identity despite being issued in the 
collection.

We can use Masterpieces: The Best Science Fiction of the Twentieth 
Century compiled by Orson Scott Card as one example. It features the 
short stories of many famous authors “who have forged a permanent place 
for science fiction in the popular culture of today… and tomorrow.” Each 
short story was previously published independently and is included in 
various collections; therefore, they are all independent works. We must 
also acknowledge the contribution of the compiler: Card selected the works 
and arranged them in a meaningful order. He is, therefore, the creator of 
the aggregating work, and an expression of that work is also embodied 
in the manifestation, together with the expressions of the short stories. 
The compiler’s name is clearly indicated on the cover.

Ad hoc collections

These are compounds with no clear identity as a whole, such as musical 
CDs or several short texts published together for the purpose of a single 
publication, including more than one independent work. The compilation 
is usually done by the publisher and the compiler is typically not recorded 
or may not even be known. The collection may have no title or have only 
a generic title such as “Two concertos” or “Three plays.” In some cases, 
there is a distinct title (for example, “Poirot in the Orient,” “Murders to 
die for”), but it is not well known, and these collections do not have an 
established identity. The intellectual novelty or effort behind many of these 
collections is marginal and can easily be duplicated. An ad hoc collection 
may become established if it becomes known broadly through republishing 
or critical acclaim; often, this also implies that it has or is given a more 
meaningful title by which it can be referred.

Mark Twain: 10 books is one example of an ad hoc collection. The com-
piler is not known, the publisher simply combined the novels and published 
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them together. Classical music CDs are also often examples of ad hoc col-
lections with no title, only listing the works recorded (as shown in Figure 3).

Identifying compounds

While, in theory, works with parts and collections are two distinct groups, 
the borders are fuzzy in practice, due to the lack of documentation of the 
creation and publication processes (Figure 4). On the one hand, works 
with parts and ad hoc collections are clearly disjoint, on the other, the 
distinction between works with parts and established collections is not 
always so obvious and an ad hoc collection may evolve into an established 
collection if it becomes commonly recognized.

When works with parts were clearly created as such, there is no doubt. 
But there are cases when, for instance, three independently created novels 
developing the same story have been published later as a trilogy and given 
a title by the publisher (for example Stieg Larsson’s “Millenium Trilogy,” which 
contains the first three novels of what was supposed to be a planned series 
of ten). When the creation and publication process is not completely known, 
we mostly rely on a commonly shared understanding of the nature of 
such works.

The distinction between established and ad hoc collections is not that clear 
either. What seems to be an ad hoc collection at first, particularly when it 
has a distinctive title, may later be republished or will gain recognition and 
be referred to in literary theory, for example, thus acquiring its own identity.

Figure 3. a CD containing two violin concertos with no collective title.
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Since the modeling and, consequently, the presentation of information 
to the user, depends on the type of compound, we can use the following 
indicators to distinguish between these types.

Works with parts:

• Known creator(s), the same for all of the parts and the whole
• Established titles
• Titles of parts indicating their relationships to the whole
• Being part of the whole work is an inherent property of the part (it 

always holds for the part, whether it is published separately or as part 
of the whole)

Established collections:

• Known compiler, indicated prominently on the publication and 
recorded in bibliographic data

• Distinctive title
• Component works clearly indicated (title, creator)
• Component works may be published in other collections as well as 

separately

Ad hoc collections:

• Compiler not known or not clearly credited and not recorded in bib-
liographic data

• Generic title or no title
• Grouping by convenience (e.g., extent of parts)
• Rarely republished

Methodology

The main objective of this research is to contribute to the theoretical 
understanding of compounds as well as to increase our understanding 
of how they can or should be identified, described, supported, and 

Figure 4. types of compounds.
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utilized in search and result presentation. We have adopted a design 
science research method with an exploratory user study. According to 
Johannesson and Perjons, design science is “the scientific study and 
creation of artefacts as they are developed and used by people with the 
goal of solving practical problems of general interest.”26 The artefacts 
developed in this study include bibliographic test collections with rich 
and consistent LRM-based data showcasing a variety of compounds, and 
a system for searching and presenting this data. An exploratory user 
study is conducted where users inspect and give feedback according to 
a set of predefined search tasks.

The main research questions are:

1. How can compound entities be expressed in data and utilized in 
search and result presentations?

2. What behavior or interpretations can be identified from inspecting 
users interacting with the results?

The intended research outcome is explanatory knowledge, which is 
characterized by a focus on ‘how’ and ‘why.’ The test collections developed 
can be used to answer how compounds and parts should be described in 
terms of entities, relationships, and attributes. The system developed can 
contribute with techniques and methods for presenting compounds and 
parts. Data from the user study will indicate selections and priorities users 
make in the context of the data and system. Knowledge about why users 
behave in certain ways given identifiable scenarios and conditions is valu-
able input in the design of systems.

Test collections

Data used in the experiments are bibliographic records retrieved from 
various catalogs using Z39.50 and the MarcEdit tool. Most English lan-
guage records are from The British Library Integrated Catalogue and 
Library of Congress. Records in Norwegian are from the database of the 
BIBSYS consortium. Records were identified by performing searches on 
author and title and manually selecting a set that potentially would be 
relevant. The test collections vary in size and scope and have been tai-
lored to the purpose of these experiments. Test collections are identified 
by the author’s last name. Retrieved records were elaborated and enhanced 
to facilitate the processing and presentation of data. This typically 
included enhancing records with URI identifiers for works and persons 
using VIAF, Wikidata, ISNI, the Internet Movie Database (IMDb), and 
the Internet Speculative Fiction Database (ISFDB), as well as other 
authoritative sources for identifiers. Works and persons for which we 
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did not find a relevant identifier were given locally assigned URIs. 
Relationship types, such as those between a person and a work, expres-
sion, or manifestation, are coded using RDA registry types. To solve 
problems related to the ambiguous nature of added entries in MARC 
records, we used the technique of linking fields. The enhanced records 
were transformed into RDF using a rule-based conversion system, 
employing classes and properties from the RDA registry. Works and 
agents are identified using the URIs coded into the source records. 
Expressions are identified by automatically generated URIs constructed 
from the work identifier combined with additional data, such as language, 
content type, and numbers identifying significant agents related to the 
expression. The resulting test collections fully implement the IFLA LRM 
model, except that we do not include item entities in our data. Although 
essential to fulfill the user task “obtain” in an implemented system, 
item-level data is not relevant for the purpose of this user study. 
Pragmatic considerations relating to item format or availability data 
might influence end users’ selections in response to the tasks, making 
it harder to discern their understanding of the compounds presented in 
the search interface.

The test collections include various examples of publications illustrating 
different aspects of compounds: works with parts, established collections, 
and ad hoc collections. The size of each test collection in terms of entities 
is presented in Table 1. For some test collections, the number of works 
and expressions are similar due to a lack of multiple expressions realizing 
the same work (same content type, same language). The number of source 
MARC records is equal to the number of manifestations.

For the Tolkien collection, the main example is the fantasy trilogy The 
Lord of the Rings, where both the work as a whole and each part are well 
known and published as individual volumes. In addition, we included 
boxed editions that include additional works and one combining the parts 
of the Lord of the Rings in three volumes with a readers’ companion as 
fourth volume. Although the latter may be interpreted as an augmentation 
to the first, it has also been published individually. The other boxed set 
includes the parts of the Lord of the Rings boxed together with The Hobbit 
as the fourth volume.

Table 1. size of the collections.
Collection #works #expressions #manifestations #agents

tolkien 9 20 25 18
Christie 64 65 36 28
Mark twain 51 51 27 29
Ballard 203 203 32 30
Hamsun 112 337 1032 194
McCarthy 62 76 135 32
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For the Agatha Christie example, the emphasis is on her individual 
crime novels, which are often published as separate volumes but frequently 
also in ad hoc collections based on topical similarity, time period, main 
character, etc.

In the Mark Twain example, we focused on publications of Tom Sawyer 
stories (including Huckleberry Finn). This test collection is characterized 
by fewer individual novels and different collections that are variations 
of the ad hoc category. The Mark Twain collection includes novels pub-
lished individually, publications including several of his novels, and col-
lections of novels by different authors, as well as short story 
collections.

J.G. Ballard was selected to include examples of short stories that may 
appear in multiple collections. Some collections were originally compiled 
and published by the author under a specific title, other collections were 
constructed in retrospect, such as Best of collections or Complete short 
stories.

The Hamsun example is selected to explore the issue of collected works. 
These are Norwegian records that describe the separate volumes in dif-
ferent editions of the complete works, some selected works, and numerous 
publications of individual works. Additionally, there are collections put 
together by some specific criteria, such as early works or later works.

The McCarthy example includes a trilogy, which is published as a single 
volume as well as individually. Additional trilogies can be found in the 
Hamsun test collection. Although these are referred to as trilogies and 
mentioned in bibliographic listings of works by the author, they are not 
often published in single volumes.

Search system

To facilitate experiments in which users inspect search results and give 
feedback online, we developed an interactive prototype search system for 
searching and retrieval of LRM-based data, adapted to the research purpose 
of this project. The main idea of the prototype is to show search results 
to the user and allow users to mark items as relevant or non-relevant 
according to some given tasks. The overall design is expression-centric, 
which means that a search will retrieve and present a list of expressions 
that also includes work-level data and with an expandable list of publi-
cations (manifestations) in which this expression is available. If there is 
only one publication, we show a presentation that integrates information 
about all levels. Collections are represented using “pseudo-expressions” 
that represent the publication as an expression, allowing them to be pre-
sented alongside other expressions without having to add special presen-
tation logic for this purpose.
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At the backend, we store our RDF data in a Neo4J graph database. The 
actual data stored is a sub-selection and slightly simplified version of the 
RDF data generated when transforming the library records, such as using 
simple names for properties rather than URIs. The main reason for this 
setup is the availability of the Neo4J open source GraphQL Library that 
enables rapid and flexible API development with little code. Neo4J also 
comes with support for full-text indexing of nodes, which is applied to 
expressions in our prototype. For each expression, the full-text index 
includes all literal properties of an expression together with titles, names, 
and other relevant information from any associated entities to optimize 
the findability of the expression.

The frontend developed is a simplified user interface with a search bar 
above the presentation of the results, implemented using the React UI 
library and Google’s Material Design. Results are presented on one page 
without any type of dynamic loading to avoid unnecessary complexity 
related to user marking of the results, and because our results never exceed 
what is normal to render on a single page. The user interface does not 
include any support for filtering or sorting, to keep the user interface 
simple and tailored to the experiment. However, additional search criteria 
can be added as parameters to the search URI to produce a more focused 
result set for search tasks (such as specifying the language of results or 
the type of content).

Collections and their parts are presented in two ways in the search system:
All collections are listed as separate results regardless of whether they 

are a “proper expression” or not. The main motivation for this choice is 
to enable user studies on the relevance of presenting collections as separate 
items in a result listing. Since a pseudo-expression is created for all col-
lections, multiple publications of the same collection can be listed in the 
expandable list. Most collections with more than one publication would, 
however, be either a work with parts or an established collection rather 
than an ad hoc collection.

All parts of a collection also appear as separate entries in the result 
listing, along with a description of the publications each part is embodied 
in. If the part is included in multiple publications, we use an expandable 
list. This is comparable to how an individual expression that is embodied 
in multiple manifestations is presented (see Figure 5).

For parts of works, we present the part-of relationship with a label for 
the target as a clickable link (shown in Figure 6) where the novel “The 
Crossing” is “Part of ” the collection “The Border Trilogy.”

Collections presented as a result item include a contents listing, prefixed 
with “Includes,” if this information is available in the record. We deliber-
ately avoided the use of “Contents” since this may be understood as the 
content of a book. For entries representing a part of a work, we present 
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the title of what it is a part of as a clickable link prefixed with “Part of.” 
This is implemented for parts born as works and for some established 
collections, but we avoid this information for parts of ad hoc collections, 
since these works will potentially be included in many ad hoc 
collections.

Each result item is presented with an icon for the content type, or the 
content type that is representative of most of its parts. The language code 
is added to the icon for language-based material. Expressions are presented 
with the title that is most appropriate for that expression (the one in the 
language of the text) often derived from the 245$a field (title proper), 
but in some cases, we have hard-coded expression level titles in the data 
using 740-fields (title added entry) linked to the appropriate entry in the 
record. Under the title, we present agents associated with the work, as 

Figure 5. individual novel with expanded list of publications, and ad hoc collection.

Figure 6. Work with parts.
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well as agents associated with the expression. For compounds, we also 
describe the contents of this expression. We additionally present any 
expression-to-expression or work-to-work relationships available for the 
expression. Finally, under each expression we list each publication that 
this expression is embodied in, including its title and statement of respon-
sibility as well as typical information such as extent and publisher data. 
Additionally, for compound manifestations we also present a list of con-
tents. Since contents listings, in some cases, are very long, we have added 
a show more/show less feature. When presenting the search results, we 
highlight keywords from the query found in the display by rendering 
them using bold.

For marking results as relevant or non-relevant, we implemented but-
tons visualized as up and down arrows underneath the content type 
icons to the left. The up-arrow indicates a positive response, and the 
down-arrow a negative response from the user. After marking, the icon 
area of the result item turns green when positive and red when negative 
to indicate to the user the markings that he/she has made. Markings 
can be canceled by selecting the cancel button for each marked item, 
or by using a cancel button at the top of the results page. When a user 
is done with a task, the results are submitted using the submit button, 
which presents a short feedback dialogue where the user can indicate 
knowledge and confidence and is informed about giving consent by 
accepting the response to be submitted. Successful submission is indicated 
by a green checkmark on the results page. Results are stored in the 
backend database as JSON data. The full interface including the submis-
sion dialogue, is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. the user interface and submission dialogue.
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Search tasks

The search experiment focuses on two categories of search tasks:
The first is a combination of author name and title or significant words 

in the title. This compares with the concept of known item search, although 
it may be better characterized as a known entity search. The intended 
context is a user searching for a known title by a known author, with the 
purpose of accessing a specific publication.

Searches included are:

1. You want to read Lord of the Rings by J.R.R. Tolkien and have made 
a search using title and author’s name.

2. You want to read Murder on the Links by Agatha Christie and have 
made a search using title and author’s name.

3. You want to read Murder on the Orient Express by Agatha Christie 
and have made a search using title and author’s name.

4. You want to explore what is available by Mark Twain on the charac-
ter Tom Sawyer and have made a search using author’s name and 
name of the character.

5. You have been told by a friend to read the story Terminal Beach by 
J.G. Ballard and have made a search using title and author’s name.

6. You want to read the novel Mysterier by Knut Hamsun and have 
made a search using title and author’s name.

7. You want to read All the Pretty Horses by Cormac McCarthy and 
have made a search using title and author’s name.

To capture different aspects of “usability,” we created two subtasks for 
author-title searches with different wordings:

1. Based on your initial impression, mark the results that you find most 
interesting in the context of this search. Mark at least one, but feel 
free to mark more.

2. Mark the results you find most useful for identifying what is avail-
able for this title. Mark at least one, but feel free to mark more.

Respondents are presented with one of each of these subtasks combined 
with a query randomly selected from the list of predefined queries. The 
WEMI terminology is not used in the wording of the search tasks and 
none of these modeling constructs are explained to the users in the pre-
liminary information seen when entering the system. This was to avoid 
having the respondents’ behavior affected by knowledge of theory.

The second category of search is using only the author’s name, which 
also can be described as a known entity search but is more exploratory 
or open.
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• You are compiling a list of titles by "NN" for a personal reading list. The result 
page shows a selection of what can be found. Mark results you would include in 
your list of titles by this author. Mark at least one, but feel free to mark more.

The wording is chosen deliberately to encourage users to look for titles 
they naturally would conceptualize as “by this author” and make references 
to in a discourse. We wanted to avoid asking explicitly for “works by” as 
this wording, in preliminary user testing, proved to be interpreted very 
differently. Authors included are the same as listed in the queries above:

• J. R. R. Tolkien
• Agatha Christie
• Mark Twain
• J. G. Ballard
• Knut Hamsun
• Cormac McCarthy

During the preparation, different ways of wording the tasks were tried 
on trial users (colleagues) and revised based on their feedback. The actual 
query and results for these tasks are designed to give a representative 
results listing including various types of collections, parts of collections, 
and individual results that are not elements of any collection. We limited 
the search to text as content type and to a single language to avoid ambi-
guity in the task with respect to variant expressions. The searches are 
further tailored to produce a limited results set to avoid users being 
overwhelmed by results. To compensate for any bias caused by position 
and order of results, we randomly select a sort order based on either 
fulltext, pagerank, or random sort.

After marking results according to the task, users are presented with a 
dialog for entering additional information and giving final consent to store 
the data upon submission. The data collected is completely anonymous 
and requires no ethical approval according to the Norwegian regulations 
managed by the Norwegian Agency for Shared Services in Education and 
Research.

Recruitment of respondents was based on a convenience sampling 
method. We have, on the one hand, targeted users with little or no spe-
cialized knowledge in library data and library search systems by announc-
ing the survey on social media and distributing it by email to contacts. 
On the other hand, we invited participants with library expertise, both 
practitioners, educators, and students. Most participants were recruited 
from Norway, but among the participants we also find others.

Since the user’s identity is anonymous and session-based, we are only 
able to count individual participation sessions, which is reasonably com-
parable to individual participants since it is less likely that users would 
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retake the survey. The survey was online during December 2023 and 
January 2024.

Results and analysis

Implementation experience

Elaborating the records in the collection included the tasks of interpreting 
records, identifying works, coding parts as analytical added entries (in 
the MARC record) and adding contents notes for all compounds. The 
downloaded records reflect variable practice in describing compound 
publications both because they are retrieved from different library cat-
alogs with different practices and because they were created over a long 
span of time. In general, the contents are more likely to be described 
when the parts are distinct novels with an established identity, and less 
likely to be described in collections of short stories. Distinct novels that 
are part of a collection are sometimes described in a contents note, as 
analytical added entries, or sometimes only mentioned in the title state-
ment. Short stories in a collection are rarely described in ways other 
than through contents notes, although authors are sometimes listed using 
added entries.

The task of finding existing URIs for the works was rather straightfor-
ward for most individual novels using VIAF or Wikidata. Most of the 
novels in the test collections have a comprehensive publication history 
and are likely to have a global identity, either automatically or manually 
created. For the different compounds, however, we rarely find any preex-
isting URIs unless it is a well-known work with parts, such as trilogies, 
or a well-established short story collection with a significant publication 
history. Short stories are, in general, poorly covered by VIAF, and other 
sources such as Wikidata are more relevant for retrieving identifiers for 
these. For the Ballard test collection, we used URIs to the Internet 
Speculative Fiction Database, since it is a comprehensive database of short 
stories and published collections within this genre.

Our display is based on expressions as the main entries in the results 
listing, with additional information retrieved from the associated work 
and with a subordinate listing of associated manifestations. Additionally, 
we present all compound entities as separate entries in the results listing 
regardless of the type they represent. The main motivation for this choice 
is to avoid a potential discrepancy between what a user is searching for 
and what is presented in the list. If a user searches for the title of an ad 
hoc collection, it is natural to present the collection as an individual result 
entry, rather than only the parts of the collection. In practice, we have 
found that it is difficult to distinguish between established collections and 
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ad hoc collections as this is a matter of publication history, degree of 
referencing, availability of established identifiers, etc. Both categories of 
collections are presented in the same way. Expressions of works with parts, 
on the other hand, are easier to recognize. These are displayed in a man-
ner comparable to other compounds, but with the relationships to the 
parent displayed for each part.

Listing the contents of compounds is another implementation issue 
that turned out to be challenging to implement. In traditional library 
records, this is often recorded as formatted contents notes whereas in a 
linked data representation this ideally should be recorded as a manifes-
tation with multiple “embodies” relationships to the content expressions. 
Unfortunately, the support for ordered properties is somewhat problematic 
in linked data. Although RDF has support for sequences of properties, 
it is difficult to create such sequences consistently from existing MARC 
records, as the order of added entry fields may be random. It is currently 
also challenging to utilize such sequences when querying and reading 
the data due to insufficiency in SPARQL. An additional challenge is that 
a proper listing of contents also needs to include titles that are not often 
treated as distinct expressions, such as forewords. Our solution was to 
rely on contents notes for all types of collections, in addition to the 
explicit representation of relationships. These two representations serve 
different purposes. The entity representation is used for indexing and 
determines what to display, whereas the descriptive version is used in 
the presentation of entities. For all types of collections, we present the 
contents listing as expression information, and not with each manifes-
tation. For part-of compounds, we present the contents listing at the 
manifestation level as these may have a different set of embodied expres-
sions. Relying on contents notes also makes it easier to record compact 
contents notes in line with ISBD formatting rules.

Another important lesson learned from the implementation is the 
need to differentiate between the part-of relationship that exists 
between the whole and the parts for works with parts, and the rela-
tionship that is expressed between the components and the whole for 
established and ad hoc collections. These relationships need to be 
presented differently. Whereas the first will typically be informative 
to end users, e.g., as a link from the part to the whole, we do not 
provide the same link for components of established or ad hoc col-
lections. A particular short story may be included in numerous estab-
lished and ad hoc collections, and it will not be convenient or user 
friendly to add links from the story to all the collections it appears 
in. In our implementation, we use the RDA registry properties for 
works with parts and also record part-of relationships at the expression 
level. In the presentation of part-of relationships, we first look for 
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expression level properties, and if not present, we use the work level 
property. This allows us to easily present the whole using a title in 
the same language as the part. For ad hoc and established collections, 
we only record and use the aggregates property on the expression 
level, although it can be discussed whether this is the intended use 
of this relationship property.

The user study

At the end of the survey period, a total of 314 task submissions had been 
recorded. The data includes 92 participants identified by unique IDs, but 
this is not an exact number of individual participants, as the system allows 
the same user to revisit the survey system, receiving a different participant 
ID if the web browser tab had been closed between visits. Each task was 
submitted separately, and users may not have completed all the assigned 
tasks during their session.

Characteristics of the sample, based on self-reporting from the submis-
sion dialogue, are shown in Figure 8.

Results from the two first tasks are presented using the following data:

• T1 is the count of respondents that have marked this result when 
answering task 1 (most interesting)

• T2 is the count of respondents that have marked this result when 
answering task 2 (most useful)

• T1 + 2 is the sum counts for task 1 (T1) and task 2 (T2)
• Kat = Average of respondent’s reported knowledge of author or title on 

this task, on a scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent)

Figure 8. Distribution of participant responses for each task.
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• Kld = Average of respondent’s reported knowledge of library data on 
this task, on a scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent)

• Tc = Average of respondent’s reported confidence on this task, on a 
scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent)

Although the data gathered in this study is quantitative and descrip-
tive by nature, each task has a limited number of respondents and 
statistical analysis beyond simple aggregation is less relevant. The  
analysis applied is more qualitative and exploratory. The general observed 
trends, such as which entries are most frequently selected and which 
are less frequently selected, are discussed in the context of the task, 
how the results are presented, the type of compound, and other rea-
sonable explanations.

To distinguish between types of results, we categorize results as:

• ad hoc and established collections are labeled as “compound”
• works with parts are labeled as “parents”
• results that appear as parts of any type of collection are labeled as 

“part”
• results that appear as single embodied expressions are labeled as 

“standalone”

In some cases, a title is both standalone and part, which implies that 
it is published both individually and separately, such as the separate parts 
of The Lord of the Rings. Results labeled only as parts are not published 
individually among the publications in our example data. Typically, these 
are short stories, although there are also examples of short stories in our 
data that appear as individual publications.

Screenshots for the selected tasks are shown in Figures 9–11 to illustrate 
the results that users are presented with and the various cases.

Search 1: All the Pretty Horses, Cormac McCarthy
In this task (Table 2), we find that most users select the result that cor-
responds with the title in the given task, but additionally also select the 
compound it is a part of (the trilogy). It is rather evident from the con-
tents listing and part-of relationships that All the Pretty Horses is part of 
The Border Trilogy and consequently both will match with the described 
information need. Results demonstrate the applicability of proper infor-
mation about compounds and their parts for users to make informed 
decisions. No major difference is found between the two subtask questions, 
although some users make selections that are not directly relevant to the 
task when they are asked to select what is the most interesting. A total 
number of 20 participants completed this task.
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Search 2: Murder on the Links, Agatha Christie
The results for this search (Table 3) exemplify a novel for which there is 
no individual publication containing only this novel, but it is nevertheless 
presented as an individual result item. The individual novel is, however, 
more often selected regardless of this. The title used in the search result 
listing has a perfect match with the title given in the search task.

Figure 9. result page for “Murder on the orient express” by agatha Christie.

Figure 10. result page for “terminal Beach” by J.g. Ballard.
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Although numbers for this task are low, they demonstrate that users 
will make use of and explore parts that are listed as separate results. Other 
results selected have in common that the title in the search task is listed 
in either the title statement or the includes statement. The visibility of 
the search title, such as its placement in the content listings, seem to 

Figure 11. result page for “Mysterier” by Knut Hamsun.

Table 2. results for search task on all the Pretty Horses, Cormac McCarty (n = 20).
times selected Mean score

title T1 T2 T1 + 2 Kat Kld Tc type

all the pretty 
horses

11 9 20 2.2 4.2 4.2 Part, standalone

the border trilogy 7 5 12 2.6 4.1 4.2 Parent
the crossing 4 0 4 2.2 3.8 3.0 Part, standalone
Cities of the plain 1 0 1 3.0 3.0 3.0 Part, standalone

note: t1 – most interesting; t2 – most useful.
Kat – knowledge of author/title; Kld – knowledge of library data; tc – task confidence.

Table 3. results for search task on Murder on the links, agatha Christie (n = 16).
times selected Mean score

title T1 T2 T1 + 2 Kat Kld Tc type

Murder on the 
links

10 6 16 3.1 4.6 4.6 Part

Poirot : the french 
collection

6 6 12 3.2 4.7 4.4 Compound

agatha Christie 
omnibus: 1920s

6 4 10 3.3 4.5 4.5 Compound

Murders to die for 7 3 10 3.7 4.5 4.5 Compound
Classic tales of 

mystery
5 3 8 3.6 4.4 4.4 Compound

note: t1 – most interesting; t2 – most useful.
Kat – knowledge of author/title; Kld – knowledge of library data; tc – task confidence.
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correlate with the frequency of selections. A total number of 16 partici-
pants completed this task.

Search 3: Murder on the Orient Express, Agatha Christie
This task confirms the pattern that users prefer result entries that directly 
match the query (see Table 4). None of the participants have marked 
the graphical novels, which is understandable given they both are dis-
played with the artist as the creator and a relationship indicating they 
are adaptations. The four compounds included have all been selected, 
but the relevant title may be less visible in these results compared to 
the Murder on the Links case. Content listings must be expanded to 
reveal the relevant title, and the word “murder” is highlighted in many 
irrelevant titles. The case indicates that the display of individual expres-
sion is valued by the users. A total number of 15 participants completed 
this task.

Search 4: Terminal Beach, J. G. Ballard
In this case, the query title refers to a short story which is only included 
in collections (see Table 5). Naturally, most participants choose the result 
that corresponds directly with the query title. Again, this demonstrates 
that compound parts have a purpose and are valued as individual entries 
in results listings. The compounds listed are all ad hoc collections con-
taining the short story. Although all collections would offer access to the 
same short story, the ones where they have to expand the contents listing 
are less frequently selected. A total number of 34 participants completed 
this task.

Table 4. results for search task on Murder on the orient express, agatha Christie (n = 15).
times selected Mean score

title T1 T2 T1 + 2 Kat Kld Tc type

Murder on the 
orient express

10 5 15 4.3 4.1 4.1 Part, standalone

Hercule Poirot : 
boxed set

4 2 6 4.5 4.5 3.5 Compound

the world’s 
favorite

2 3 5 4.2 4.4 3.8 Compound

the best of Poirot 2 2 4 4.2 4.2 3.2 Compound
Murder on the 

orient express: 
the graphic 
novel

1 0 1 5.0 5.0 5.0 standalone

Murders to die for 0 1 1 3.0 4.0 3.0 Compound
Murder on the 

orient express 
(graphical 
novel)

0 0 0 0 0 0 standalone

note: t1 – most interesting; t2 – most useful.
Kat – knowledge of author/title; Kld – knowledge of library data; tc – task confidence.
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Search 5: Lord of the Rings, J. R. R. Tolkien
For the search for Lord of the Rings (Table 6), we also find that the result 
with this specific title is selected by most. There is also a reasonably high 
number of participants selecting the boxed editions, which can probably 
be explained by the fact that these editions still are dominated by Lord 
of the Rings, both in the title and the included statement. Less participants 
marked the parts as relevant. In practice, the three parts could replace 
the compound publication, but end-users indicate them as less relevant 
in terms of what they immediately find interesting and useful for the 
specific query. A total number of 28 participants completed this task.

Search 6: Mysterier, Knut Hamsun
The case is based on a Norwegian title by a well-known Norwegian author, 
and again we find that the result with this specific title is selected by 
most users (see Table 7). This novel is also included in the compounds 
presented, all of which are less selected. We may see a slight preference 
for collections where users understand more quickly that the task title is 
included. A total number of 47 participants completed this task.

Table 5. results for search task on terminal Beach, J. g. Ballard (n = 34).
times selected Mean score

title T1 T2 T1 + 2 Kat Kld Tc type

the terminal beach 15 19 34 1.6 4.0 4.0 Part
Chronopolis : and 

other stories
9 10 19 1.9 4.0 4.0 Compound

the complete 
stories of J.g. 
Ballard

4 8 12 1.2 4.2 4.2 Compound

the best short 
stories of J.g. 
Ballard

8 4 12 1.3 4.3 4.2 Compound

the best of J. g. 
Ballard

6 5 11 1.5 4.2 3.9 Compound

note: t1 – most interesting; t2 – most useful.
Kat – knowledge of author/title; Kld – knowledge of library data; tc – task confidence.

Table 6. results for search task on lord of the rings, J. r. r. tolkien (n = 28).
times selected Mean score

title T1 T2 T1 + 2 Kat Kld Tc type

lord of the rings 14 14 28 3.9 4.1 4.1 Part, parent
lord of the rings : 

with a readers 
companion

6 10 16 4.4 4.5 4.1 Compound

the Hobbit ; lord of 
the rings

6 8 14 3.8 4.1 4.1 Compound

fellowship of the 
ring

4 5 9 4.6 4.2 4.3 Part, standalone

return of the king 3 2 5 4.2 4.0 4.2 Part, standalone
two towers 3 2 5 4.2 4.0 4.2 Part, standalone
the war of the ring 0 2 2 4.5 4.0 4.0 standalone

note: t1 – most interesting; t2 – most useful.
Kat – knowledge of author/title; Kld – knowledge of library data; tc – task confidence.
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Search 7: Tom Sawyer, Mark Twain
This case is slightly different from the others, as the search task relates 
to a character that is mentioned in various titles, but without a particular 
perfect match that stands out (see Table 8). No clear conclusions can be 
derived from the numbers, but if we inspect the two most selected results, 
they all have in common that “Tom Sawyer” appears in several of the 
titles listed as contents. Given that the task was to explore what was 
available, this may be a reason for the slight preference of collections over 
individually published novels in this case. A total number of 16 partici-
pants completed this task.

Author search
For the author search tasks, users were asked to mark results for their 
own reading list. We find that users do not have any strong preference 
when it comes to individual expressions vs. collections. We have only 

Table 7. results for search task on Mysterier, Knut Hamsun (n = 47).
times selected Mean score

title T1 T2 T1 + 2 Kat Kld Tc type

Mysterier 32 15 47 3.6 4.2 4.2 Part, standalone
samlede verker, Bind 2 8 7 15 3.7 4.4 4.1 Compound
samlede romaner og 

fortællinger B. 1
8 6 14 3.6 4.4 4.2 Compound

Hamsuns beste : 
ungdomsverker

8 5 13 3.2 3.8 3.8 Compound

Victoria ; Mysterier 7 6 13 3.6 4.3 4.3 Compound
samlede verker, Bind 1 6 5 11 3.3 4.4 4.5 Compound

note: t1 – most interesting; t2 – most useful.
Kat – knowledge of author/title; Kld – knowledge of library data; tc – task confidence.

Table 8. results for search task on tom sawyer, Mark twain (n = 16).
times selected Mean score

title T1 T2 T1 + 2 Kat Kld Tc type

the adventures of 
tom sawyer

8 8 16 2.9 4.1 3.9 Part, standalone

Mark twain: 10 books 
in 1

7 6 13 2.8 4.1 4.1 Compound

Mark twain : selected 
novels

6 6 12 2.9 4.3 4.1 Compound

tom sawyer abroad 4 6 10 2.6 4.4 4.0 Part
tom sawyer, 

detective
4 6 10 2.8 4.4 4.0 Part

great novels of Mark 
twain

5 1 6 2.8 4.3 3.8 Compound

Mark twain 5 1 6 2.5 4.5 3.8 Compound
the adventures of 

Huckleberry finn
2 0 2 3.0 3.5 3.0 Part, standalone

the gilded age and 
later novels

1 1 2 2.0 5.0 4.5 Compound

note: t1 – most interesting; t2 – most useful.
Kat – knowledge of author/title; Kld – knowledge of library data; tc – task confidence.
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included results from the tasks for Knut Hamsun (28 completed tasks), 
Agatha Christie (32 completed tasks), and Mark Twain (13 completed 
tasks) in the listings (Tables 9–11). For Hamsun there is a certain 
preference for individual expressions, but we also find that users will 
select compounds quite often. Collections with a more topical title 
such as “Best of Hamsun. Early works” seem to draw more attention 
than publications with titles such as collected works, volume X, but 
the numbers are not conclusive. We also find some individual expres-
sions that are less selected than compounds. For Agatha Christie, we 
find that users to a certain extent prefer individual expressions but 
will also select compounds. This may also be caused by these titles 
looking less interesting or familiar to the users. For Mark Twain we 
find that the most selected results are compounds, even those with 
rather generic titles such as “Mark Twain: 10 books in 1.” The average 
knowledge of the author is for all cases above medium, which indicates 
that many users are familiar with these authors, but for Agatha Christie 
the familiarity seems to be consistently higher. All in all, results show 
that users have different preferences for individual expressions vs. 
compounds, particularly when comparing Agatha Christie with Mark 
Twain. In general, this indicates that both compounds and parts have 
a purpose in results listings and that it is difficult to predict what 
users prefer.

Table 9. results for search task on Knut Hamsun (n = 28).
times selected Mean score

title T3 Kat Kld Tc type

Benoni 25 3.4 4.2 3.8 Part, standalone
rosa 25 3.4 4.1 3.8 Part, standalone
august-trilogien 22 3.5 4.1 3.8 Parent
segelfoss by 20 3.2 4.0 3.6 Part, standalone
ringen sluttet 19 3.2 4.1 3.6 standalone
Blandt dyr 16 3.0 4.3 3.8 Part
Markens grøde 16 3.6 4.1 3.9 Part, standalone
Mysterier 16 3.4 3.9 3.8 Part, standalone
Hamsuns beste : 

ungdomsverker
15 3.3 4.1 3.5 Compound

Hamsuns beste : senere 
verker

15 3.3 3.9 3.6 Compound

sult : roman 14 3.6 4.1 3.8 Part, standalone
samlede verker, Bind 19 14 3.0 4.0 3.6 Compound
landstrykere 13 3.3 4.2 4.1 Part, standalone
en fløjte lød i mit blod 12 3.2 4.2 3.8 Part
samlede romaner og 

fortællinger B. 2
11 3.1 4.2 3.6 Compound

Brev til Marie 8 3.2 4.4 3.9 standalone
samlede verker, Bind 7 7 2.9 4.0 3.4 Compound
samlede romaner og 

fortællinger B. 1
4 2.2 3.2 3.2 Compound

note: t3 – selected for personal reading list.
Kat – knowledge of author/title; Kld – knowledge of library data; tc – task confidence.
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The impact of users’ knowledge and confidence

The tables include data about users’ knowledge of bibliographic data, 
knowledge of author or title, as well as confidence in performing the 
task. The numbers are presented as average scores among the ones that 
have selected a particular result. The reported level of knowledge of 
bibliographic data is in most cases in the range between good (4) and 
excellent (5), which can be explained by the fact that many respondents 
are either library students or library professionals. Users familiar with 
library data and search will more easily be able to interpret the results 
and make decisions. Knowledge of author or title varies between the 
search tasks and naturally corresponds with how commonly known an 
author is. Confidence in solving the task seems to generally correspond 
with the level of knowledge of bibliographic data, indicating that confi-
dence may be more related to understanding the results presentation than 
knowledge of the author or title. The data about users is included to 
contextualize the findings, but more users would be required for a more 
detailed analysis.

Table 10. results for search task on agatha Christie (n = 32).
times selected Mean score

title T3 Kat Kld Tc type

Murder on the orient 
express

24 3.3 4.3 4.1 Part, standalone

sleeping murder: Miss 
Marple’s last case

23 3.6 4.3 4.0 Part, standalone

Death in the clouds 21 3.5 4.3 4.0 Part, standalone
Murder on the links 21 3.5 4.3 4.0 Part
and then there were 

none
21 3.6 4.2 4.0 Part

4:50 from Paddington 20 3.6 4.3 4.0 Part, standalone
secret adversary 20 3.6 4.2 3.9 Part
a Miss Marple quartet 20 3.6 4.4 3.8 Compound
Hercule Poirot : boxed 

set
19 3.5 4.4 3.6 Compound

Hercule Poirot’s 
Christmas

19 3.5 4.2 3.8 Part

Murder in Mesopotamia 19 3.5 4.3 4.0 Part
a pocket full of rye 18 3.5 4.3 4.0 Part
the Hound of Death 16 3.6 4.3 4.0 Part, standalone
the fourth Man 16 3.6 4.3 4.0 Part
the red signal 16 3.5 4.2 3.9 Part
Murders to die for 15 3.4 4.2 3.5 Compound
the hound of death, and 

other stories
15 3.5 4.3 4.0 Parent

Cat among the pigeons 14 3.9 4.4 3.9 Part
Poirot in the orient 13 3.5 4.2 3.2 Compound
the world’s favorite 13 3.2 4.4 3.9 Compound
nemesis 13 3.8 4.3 3.8 Part
Poirot investigates 11 3.9 4.4 3.7 Part
1920s omnibus 11 3.9 4.3 3.3 Compound
Classic tales of mystery 5 3.0 4.6 3.8 Compound

note: t3 – selected for personal reading list.
Kat – knowledge of author/title; Kld – knowledge of library data; tc – task confidence.
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Limitations

Our research method is a combination of experimental system design 
combined with a user study that collects data from an online prototype. 
The setup is complex and there are limitations and biases introduced that 
may influence the results. The overall setup of the experiment, however, 
also represents a methodological contribution to the field of researching 
aspects of implementing the IFLA LRM model in library systems.

For the experiments, we used test collections designed for the purpose 
of this study. Records were selected to illustrate the challenges of com-
pound publications and parts. This reflects what a user may, or ideally 
should, find, but the overall results presented for each search are not 
necessarily representative of what users may find when in a real catalog. 
Particularly, we do not include the nonrelevant results that will often be 
returned if partial matching is applied and, for some authors, we used a 
limited selection of their works. Additionally, to avoid confusion caused 
by variant expressions, records selected were restricted to a single language 
for some test collections or the results presented were filtered accordingly 

Table 11. results for search task on Mark twain (n = 13).
times selected Mean score

title T3 Kat Kld Tc type

Mark twain: 10 books in 1 12 3.2 4.1 3.9 Compound
the gilded age and later 

novels
11 3.2 4.2 3.8 Compound

the stolen white elephant 10 3.0 3.9 3.5 Compound
Pudd’nhead Wilson: those 

extraordinary twins ; the 
man that corrupted 
Hadleyburg

9 3.6 4.3 4.0 Compound

the notorious jumping frog of 
Calaveras County

7 3.4 3.7 3.7 Part

the story of the good little 
boy who did not prosper

6 2.7 4.5 3.7 Part

Mark twain : selected novels 6 2.8 4.3 4.0 Compound
the prince and the pauper 6 2.8 4.3 3.7 Part, standalone
a Connecticut yankee in King 

arthur’s court
6 3.8 4.5 4.5 Part, standalone

great novels of Mark twain 4 3.0 5.0 4.0 Compound
Mark twain 4 3.0 5.0 4.0 Compound
the gilded age 3 3.7 4.3 4.3 Part, standalone
the celebrated jumping frog 

of Calaveras County
3 3.7 4.3 4.3 Part

american midnight : tales of 
the dark

3 2.7 4.7 3.3 Compound

the adventures of Huckleberry 
finn

3 3.7 4.3 4.3 Part, standalone

ghost story 3 4.0 4.7 4.7 Part
tom sawyer abroad 3 3.7 4.3 4.3 Part
tom sawyer, detective 3 3.7 4.3 4.3 Part
the adventures of tom 

sawyer
3 3.7 4.3 4.3 Part, standalone

those extraordinary twins 2 4.0 5.0 5.0 Part

note: t3 – selected for personal reading list.
Kat – knowledge of author/title; Kld – knowledge of library data; tc – task confidence.
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if the collection consisted of publications in multiple languages. Given a 
more comprehensive result listing, users may have applied a different 
strategy such as selecting less or more results.

The search system also introduces some variables that may impact the 
results. First, the results presentation is expression-oriented, which is only 
one possible solution for presenting the results. A work-oriented display 
would have presented results rather differently. To avoid bias caused by 
topmost items getting the most attention, different ordering methods were 
implemented and applied randomly to the participants, but this also means 
that less relevant results may get the first attention of the user. It is also 
quite evident that the position of each result has an impact on how users 
perceive the results set. The user interface highlights search terms found 
in the results presentation, which will easily draw attention to relevant 
titles in the contents note. For lengthy contents notes, an expand-hide 
feature was implemented but this also implies that titles hidden by default 
are harder to spot than those in the initial display. Other elements in the 
user interface may also have an impact on how users interpret the results, 
such as the links presented for relationships or the ordering of agents.

For the participants, the intent was to recruit a balanced user pool, 
including both ordinary users with no knowledge of library systems or 
data, as well as users familiar with library systems and data. In the end, 
it turned out that it was much easier to get responses from persons having 
an interest in library data and many participants are probably library 
students or librarians. Whether they have a different understanding of the 
results presented is not clear, and what kind of bias this may have intro-
duced is not identified. However, most librarians participating would be 
from public libraries (the target group for the mailing list used). They 
have knowledge of library data and will be familiar with search and result 
listings, which also means they are more likely to make qualified selections.

Presenting constructed user needs to participants will always be a chal-
lenge compared to users evaluating results according to realistic searches. 
The use of well-defined queries, some for authors and titles that are 
generally well known, compensates to a certain degree but there is no 
guarantee that participants will respond and rank in the same way for a 
predefined query as they would if the query and information need was 
their own. We also see that users may have skipped certain tasks, as there 
are significant differences in the number of responses to some tasks, but 
we do not consider this to have an important effect.

The system for giving responses may also have had an impact on the 
results. When testing the system, we explored different alternatives, such 
as using both positive and negative markings or limiting the number of 
markings. Preliminary versions of the system were tested and discussed 
with colleagues. The solution applied in the experiments is what we 
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identified as the most intuitive compromise. From the results we see that 
some users have marked most of the results, which may indicate that they 
are less critical in their selection than what was intended in the survey. 
An upper limit on the number could have prevented this.

How to phrase the tasks was another challenge that was addressed when 
developing the experiment. For the title/author task we attempted to indi-
cate interesting and useful as key criteria but have not explored whether 
users actually apply these criteria in their selection or use a more general 
understanding of relevance. For the author task, the intended outcome 
was a list of distinct expressions/works, without asking specifically using 
any of these terms. Results may indicate that the users understood this 
task somewhat differently, since the number of compounds selected was 
significant. The findings, however, indicate quite clearly what entities the 
users would see as recognizable entities.

Conclusion and future work

The main research questions addressed in this project are:

How can compound entities be expressed in data and utilized in search and 
result presentations?

The test collections and prototype presented in this study demonstrate 
that compounds and parts can easily coexist in results presentations and 
that the main bottleneck is lack of rich bibliographic data for this purpose. 
The demonstrated systems present expressions with an expandable list of 
the publications that embody each expression, which appears to be a 
convenient display technique that is easily supplemented with contents 
listings on the expression or for each manifestation. The implementation 
demonstrates that there is a need to clearly distinguish between compounds 
that are “proper” works with parts and established and ad hoc collections, 
particularly with respect to the presentation of relationships from the 
component to the whole which only is relevant for part of works. This 
indicates that library practice should take care in distinguishing between 
works with parts and other types of compounds.

What behavior or interpretations can be identified from inspecting users 
interacting with the results?

For the second research question we have found that users tend to prefer 
individual expressions when the title corresponds with the search task. 
When presented as individual entries in result listings, users value and 
utilize individual expressions. This preference is likely influenced by how 
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well the expression matches the query in the search task, but individual 
expressions will be found relevant regardless of whether they appear as 
separate publications or not. Secondly, users also show an interest in 
compounds, where they in some way may identify that the content of 
interest is a part, which indicates the importance of properly describing 
the contents of publications and systematically utilizing this information 
in search result presentations. For author search, we do not see any clear 
pattern in what users prefer. In some tasks, they tend to prefer individual 
expressions over compounds. In other tasks, results indicate a preference 
for compounds. All in all, findings indicate that it can be beneficial for 
end users if both the individual expressions as well as the compounds are 
presented in result listings.

Future work includes exploring different test cases and user tasks. Other 
collections may reveal other challenges related to presentation and user 
preferences. Traditional library collections may not be the ideal examples 
for exploring how to best implement support for compounds and com-
ponents, and alternative resources such as dedicated bibliographic databases 
may be better examples. The user study performed is based on users 
marking their preferences according to assigned tasks. The system can 
also be used in combination with interviews or think aloud protocols to 
gather more qualitative data, which can give insight into how users inter-
pret the various elements of the display and the rationale behind their 
decisions. The overall methodology of prototyping and gathering online 
responses to different scenarios can be expanded with additional logging, 
such as recording whether they inspect the expandable contents note and 
list of publications. The use of an interactive search system with logging 
and user responses can easily be applied to other aspects of implementing 
IFLA LRM. Particularly, we would like to explore how users make use of 
relationships if they are presented.
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